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So There’s a Sibling
In So There’s a Sibling, a mother explains to her young child that a new baby is
on the way, touching on the worries and excitement of growing a family.
What if you cry? What if you ﬁght?
How will we handle being up through the night?
With all these thoughts, is it meant to be?
Will I love you both equally?
Honest, heartfelt, and ultimately reassuring, this book explores the journey of
adding a new sibling, helping remind young readers that love doesn’t divide but
only multiplies as a family grows.
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Title
So There’s A Sibling
Author
Sarah Land
Page Count
24
Trim Size
11 x 8 inches
Colour Type
Premium Color

ISBNs & Suggested Prices
Paperback
978-1-5255-6602-8
$13.99 USD
Hardcover
978-1-5255-6601-1
$23.99 USD
eBook
978-1-5255-6603-5
$2.99
BISAC Codes & Genre

Target Audience:
Early Childhood
(under 7 yrs old)

JUV013040
Juvenile Fiction, Family, New Baby

Publication Date
November 25, 2020

JUV013060
Juvenile Fiction, Family, Parents

Published Through
FriesenPress

JUV013070
Juvenile Fiction, Family, Siblings

Availability
Wholesale available through Ingram.
Fully Returnable.
Consignment available through author.
So There’s A Sibling is available in print from most online retailers including the FriesenPress
Bookstore, Amazon, Chapters|Indigo, Barnes & Noble, and more.
The eBook is available for Kindle, Google Play, and Apple Books.
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“This book is darling!! The illustrations are very cute and realistic. The storyline lays out exactly
what a mother feels when she’s preparing for her second child. I’ve given it to a few friends who
are expecting their second child and they love it. Highly recommend the book!"
- Katie Evans
“If you are expecting a sibling, this author is speaking your thoughts, all the way from worry to
reassurance and strength. I literally feel comfort reading it and knowing I'm not alone.
We are up to our ears in books in our household... we have probably 5-6 diﬀerent books about
(our daughter) becoming a big sister... but, I haven't seen one which includes a mother/parent's
perspective of worries and reassurances for the big change. This is SO. INCREDIBLY. healthy to
speak out loud about with our babes, together. Understanding that when things are hard we
grow, as a family, and there will ALWAYS be enough love no matter what.
This puts this book not only into those categories of warmth, strength, and empathy... but super
high emotional intelligence bonus points for children who also get a glimpse into Mom/Dad's
perspective.
This is a perfect buy for someone expecting a sibling/2+ child, especially when you aren't sure
what to buy them since they may already have the fundamentals. I know THEY WILL LOVE YOU
for getting them this, because I continue to see mothers/parents keep these thoughts to
themselves.”
- D Graham
“Such a sweet book that speaks to the honest thoughts a sibling to be must have while waiting
for the unknown of how this new life will change everything! Sarah does a beautiful job with the
telling and the illustrations are so beautiful!!! My grandkids were completely engaged! I Will be
purchasing more for shower gifts for sure!”
- Jackie Mabry
“I just adore this book. It contains all the thoughts and feelings parents have when adding to
their families. Such sweet words and illustrations to conﬁrm you’re never alone in how you feel,
and gives comfort to a child who will soon become a sibling. I could not recommend this book
more, as I found myself relating to every feeling expressed. This will be a must have, go-to gift
for anyone I know expecting child #2.”
- Mary Stewart
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“This book is well-written for young children to understand and beautifully illustrated. The
addition of a new sibling can be a diﬃcult transition. This book teaches of the abundant love
available for our children. Highly recommend and also makes a wonderful gift.”
- Lisa B.
“Love this book!! A must have for parents to reassure their ﬁrst child that the love they have for
them now won't fade when new brother/sister arrives.”
- Sledge540
“A must have book for any expectant family with at least one young one already. Beautifully
illustrated and well written....“
- Andrea Amuso
“So there’s a sibling is a book for all ages My wife was a ﬁrst child had a younger brother my
daughter was the ﬁrst born and had a brother and was grand daughter was the ﬁrst born and
also had a younger brother they found the book enlightening and enjoyable.”
- Eric Ford
“Must have for anyone expecting baby #2! All the feels - made me cry! Beautifully written and
illustrated. Will be purchasing again for any friends or family with siblings on the way.”
- Paula L.
“This book is fantastic! I've been struggling to ﬁnd the words with my ﬁrst born. With this big
belly there is no denying a baby is coming, but how do I explain it. My daughter loves to listen to
the message about mommy's love being enough for everyone. She also loves to scroll through
the pages on her own, looking at the adorable illustrations.
Highly recommend this one!”
- Trista
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PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
WILL THERE BE ENOUGH LOVE TO GO AROUND?
New Book Supports Second-Time Parents and Only-Children as Family Grows
[Phoenix, AZ – 30 Jan 2021] Nearly four million babies are born every year in the United States,
many of whom will come home to a big brother or sister. With these changes to a family often
comes uncertainty. That is, both for the parents who are making space for another child in their
lives and for the girl or boy who has – up until now – been the only focus of mom and dad’s
attention. Sarah Land’s new book, So There’s a Sibling, aims to make this transition smoother, ease
the concerns of parents, and help young children prepare to become a sibling.
In So There’s a Sibling by Sarah Land, a mother explains to her young child that a new baby is on
the way, touching on the worries and excitement of growing a family. Land takes common
questions that she had felt personally, as a mother of two, and puts concerns to ease:
“What if you cry? What if you fight?
How will we handle being up through the night?
With all these thoughts, is it meant to be?
Will I love you both equally?”
Honest, heartfelt, and ultimately reassuring, this book explores the journey of adding a new sibling,
reminding young readers that love does not divide, it multiplies as a family grows.
So There’s a Sibling, produced by FriesenPress, is available for order from most major online book
retailers, including the FriesenPress Bookstore, Amazon, and Barnes & Noble. The eBook is
available for Kindle, Apple Books, and GooglePlay.
About the Author
British-born, Sarah Land is a working mother with two young children, who understands that the
complex emotions of motherhood are universal. So There’s a Sibling is the first book in a series
offering family support for significant life transitions. She currently lives in Phoenix, Arizona, with
her husband, daughter, son, and two dogs.
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1. What inspired you to write this book?
Answer:

2. Can you tell me about the book?
Answer:

3. What did you learn when writing the book?
Answer:

4. What surprised you the most?
Answer:

5. What does the title mean?
Answer:

6. Were any of the characters inspired by real people? If so, who?
Answer:

7. What do you think happened to the characters after the book ended?
Answer:
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Sarah Land on
Good Morning Arizona
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